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such Advaitins advocate, they are bound to recognise a kind of activity,
sattd pradatvam m Brahma. Their theory of appearances (vimrta
vdda) is that these appearances are due to Mdyd, the inherent and
inseparable power of Brahma. A vivart, say they, is no reality exist-
ing apart from its substrate ; it is nothing but tlie substrate itself,
which in some inexplicable way appears -under a different form, that
form disappearing on the realisation of the true nature of the sub-
strate. This substrate is called adhisMzdna, which, is described a>R
sattd pradam1, giving existence to that which it pervades and. making
it appear in consciousness3.
Besides, as stated before, Shankar does not say that the explanations
suggested by the conceptions of the Word and Emanation are invalid,
but having himself assumed an agnostic attitude by his theory of
miaccountableness {anirvachantyata), he thinks that the explanations
based on the Word and Emanation theories, are rather metaphorical,
though well calculated to throw light on this abstruse problem of
philosophy. In fact, Shankar himself in his writings has often sought
to explain the problem by means of those theoriess.
In effect, therefore, all Veddntins are agreed that the Universe
has its origin in Brahma—directly according to the theories of the
Word and Emanation, or indirectly, th.rou.gh its inherent and in-
separable power, the Mdyd.
Still these questions remain :—How or why the One becomes Many ?
How or why the Infinite becomes the finite, to return again into itself
and become Infinite in the course of evolution and development ?
How or why4 it appears to give birth, to many things or to take many
forms ? These questions, it must be confessed, must ever remain
unanswerable by man with his limited intelligence. When the Ad-
1 Even this Sattd Pradam quality,   the SdnJchyas. Of. Shankar's G-loas on
says Shankar, is not in Brahma. He  Ved, Sutr. II, 2, 7, S.B.E., Vol. 34, p.
refutes the illustration of the magnet  371.   See also ibid. p. 369.
Aid its proximity to iron. for this, in the     3 e Siddh^nta MuktsLvair, 168.
case of Brahma, would create a perma-     ,.3       ^7. ,   0+1/10   /a
nency of motion; and the permanency  , 3 see e^ ved,  sntr- lf 4t 3 and
of such capability wotOd imply the im-   Shanb^s Gloss thereon.
possibility of fmal release from Sawdm.     4 The mmd m^tfulm the nature ^
The highest self, which is the cause of  lts ^S and reallz0 ^ own emL Then
the world, is characterized by non-acti-  J^ have the ^ of, ^c P1'0^83 of
vity m its owa nature, and at the same  fimtudo. Seo ^Haldanes   Pathway,"
time, by a moving power inherent in  II, 115, 116, * ^TS^TW ' says "Mand.
Mdyd, and is thus superior to fche soni of  Up."

